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Menger's Theorem for Graphs Containing no Infinite Paths
RON AHARONI
Menger's theorem can be stated as follows: Let G = (V, E ) be a finite graph, and let A and
B be subsets of V. Then there exists a family F of vertex-disjoint paths from A to B and a
subset S of V which separates A and B, such that S consists of a choice of precisely one vertex
from each path in F.
Erdos conjectured that in this form the theorem can be extended to infinite graphs. We prove
this to be true for graphs containing no infinite paths , by showing that in this case the problem
can be reduced to the case of bipartite graphs.
1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES
In this paper, when we refer to a graph G, then, unless explicitly specified, G may be
directed or undirected. Throughout the paper we denote the set of vertices of G by V,
and its set of edges by E. A path P in G is a sequence of distinct vertices, having one
of the four following forms :
(a) " , X-2, X - h X O,X h X 2, ••• ;
(b) Xo, X}, X2, .. • ;
(c) ... X -2,X-I,XO ;
(d) Xo, X}, ••• ,Xm n ;;;'0;
such that (Xk, Xk+l ) E E for any two consecutive vertices Xb Xk +l in P. If P is of form (d)
then its length is defined as n. If P is of one of the forms (a), (b) or (c) then it is said to
be infinite. Let A and B be two subsets of V. A path is said to be an A-B path if it is
of form (d), its first vertex Xo is in A and its last vertex Xn is in B. A path is said to be
A-B directed if (1) either it has no first vertex or its first vertex is in A, and (2) either
it has no last vertex or its last vertex is in B . A subset 5 of V is called A-B separating
if every A-B path contains at least one vertex from 5.
The well known theorem of Menger [5] can be written in the following form (e.g., see
[1] or [6]):
MENGER'S THEOREM. Every finite graph G satisfies the property:
01: For every pair of subsets A and B of V there exist a family F of disjoint A-B
paths and an A-B separating set 5, such that 5 consists of a choice of precisely
one vertex from each path in F.
Erdos (see, e.g. [3] and [6]) made the following conjecture:
CONJECTURE. Property Q1 holds also for infinite graphs.
In [7] the conjecture was proved for countable graphs containing no infinite paths.
The aim of this paper is to show:
THEOREM 1. Property Q 1 is satisfied by any graph which does not contain an infinite
path .
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A bipartite graph r is a graph whose set of vertices is CuD, where CuD = 0, and
whose set of edges is a subset of C x D (in this definition r is directed). The sets C and
D are called the sides of r. The simplest case of Menger's Theorem is that in which G
is bipartite, and its respective sides are A and B. In this case a family of disjoint paths
is a set of edges no two of which have a common endpoint: such a set is called a matching.
A set 5 of vertices is A-B separating in this case if each edge in G is incident with at
least one vertex from 5: such a set is called a cover. In this case Menger's Theorem was
discovered first by Konig [4]. In [2] it was shown that Konig's Theorem holds also for
infinite bipartite graphs. By the above, this can be formulated in the following way:
THEOREM 2. Let r be a bipartite graph. Then there exists in r a matching M and a
cover T such that T consists of a choice of precisely one vertex from each edge in M.
Theorem 1 is proved by reduction to the bipartite case and the use of Theorem 2.
2. REDUCTION TO THE BIPARTITE CASE
Property 01 can be weakened a little, by demanding that the elements of F are not
necessarily A-B paths, but belong to the more general class of A-B directed paths. We
shall prove that every graph satisfies this weaker property:
THEOREM 3. Every graph G = (V, E) satisfies the following property:
02: For any subsets A and B of V there exists a disjoint family F of A-B directed
paths and an A-B separating set 5, such that 5 consists of a choice of precisely
one vertex from each path in F.
Clearly, Theorem 3 implies Theorem 1.
PROOF OF THEOREM 3. We shall assume that G is directed. The theorem for an
undirected graph G will follow then by the familiar device of replacing each edge (u, v) E E
by the foursome of directed edges (u, x), (x, v), (v, y ), (y, u), where x = x (u, v) and
y = y (u, v) are new vertices added to G. It is easy to see that if the resulting directed
graph satisfies property 02 then so does G.
We may also assume the following:
(1) AnB=0,
(2) there is no edge (u, v) E E such that u E B or v E A.
To see (1), take G' to be the graph obtained by removing An B from G, and let F', 5'
be, respectively, a family of disjoint A-B directed paths and an A-B separating set in
G', as in the definition of property 02. Then letting 5 = 5' u (A nB) and F =
F' u {(x): x E An B} [(x) is a one vertex path] shows that G satisfies property 02. To
see (2), let G' be the graph obtained from G by deleting all edges going into A or out
of B. It is easy to see that if G' satisfies property 02 and P, 5 are, respectively, the
family of paths and the A-B separating set in 0' implied by 02, then F and 5 also
satisfy the requirements in 02 for G.
We assign to G a bipartite graph r in the following way. Let X = V\(A uB). Let y
and 8 be two bijections from V onto sets V' and V", respectively. For v EV denote
y(v)=v', 8(v)~v". For We V let W'=y(W), W"=8(W). The two sides of rare
A' uX' and B"uX", respectively. To each edge e = (u, v) EE we assign an edge f(e) in
F, defined by f(e) = tu', v"). The set of edges of r is
f(E)u{(x', x"): x EX}.
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Let M and T be a matching and a cover in r as in Theorem 2. Define N = M nf(E),
and g =r I rN. For v E V, we say that v is in-marked if v E A or v"E T, that v isout-marked
if v E B or v'ET, and that v is doubly-marked if it is both in-marked and out-marked.
An edge (u, v) E E is called tail-marked if u is out-marked, and head-marked if v is
in-marked. We say that the tail- or head-markings lie on (u, v ).
LEMMA 1. (a) Every v E V is either in-marked or out-marked; (b) every edge in E is
either tail-marked or head-marked; and (c) an edge in g(N) cannot be both tail-marked
and head-marked.
PROOF. Statement (a) follows for v EA uB from our definition of marking, and for
v E X by the fact that the edge (v I, v") in r must be covered, which means that either
v' or v" is in T. Statement (b) follows from the fact that for any (u, v)EE the edge
(u' , v") must be covered in F, and hence either u' or v" is in T. If (u, v)Eg (N) then
(u ', v") EM, and hence just one of u' or v" may belong to T, which proves statement (c).
LEMMA 2. Every A-B path contains at least one doubly marked vertex.
PROOF. Let P be an A-B path of length n, and let a and b be its first and last
vertices, respectively. By Lemma l(b) every edge in P is either tail-marked or head-
marked, which means that together with the in-mark at a and the out-mark at b there
are at least n +2 marks on vertices of P. But there are just n + 1 vertices in P, and hence
at least one of them is doubly marked.
LEMMA 3. If all edges of a path Pin G belong to g(N) then P contains at most one
doubly marked vertex.
PROOF. Suppose that there exist two doubly marked vertices u and v in P. Assume
that u precedes v in the sequence which forms P, and let k be the number of edges in
P between u and v. Then u is out-marked, v is in-marked, and by Lemma l (a) each of
the k -1 vertices in P between u and v is in-marked or out-marked. Therefore on the
k edges of P between u and v there lie at least k + 1 markings. This implies that at least
one of these edges is both tail-marked and head-marked, contradicting Lemma l (c).
LEMMA 4. If v E V is doubly marked then there exists an A-B directed path going
through v, whose edges belong to g(N ).
PROOF. We construct two sequences, Vk and V-k, k ~ 0, of distinct vertices, such that
for every pair of consecutive vertices vn, Vn+l in the sequences (vm vn+d E g(N ), and, for
every k ~ 0, Vk is out-marked and V-k is in-marked. Let Vo = v. Let k ~ 0 and assume
that vo, ... , Vk have been chosen subject to the above conditions. If Vk E B we terminate
the construction of the sequence Vb k ~ O. Assume now that Vk eB. Since Vk is out-marked
and Vke B, there exists a vertex Vk +l E V such that (v" , Vk +l) E N. Since by our assumption
Vk is out-marked, by Lemma l (b) Vk+l cannot be in-marked. Hence Vk+l cannot equal
Vo (which is in-marked). Also Vk +l =Vm for some 0 < m < k is impossible, since this would
contradict the fact that M is a matching. Finally, since Vk+l is not in-marked, by Lemma
l(a) it is out-marked. The sequence Vb k ~ 0 thus constructed either terminates at some
Vk E B or is infinite. In a similar way we construct the sequence V-b k ~ 0, which either
terminates at some V-k E A or is infinite. We now concatenate the two sequences to form
a single sequence Vm where n ranges over a segment of the integers which contains zero.
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By our construction the vertices of this sequence are distinct, and the sequence forms
an A-B directed path whose edges are in g(N) and which contains v.
To complete the proof of the theorem we take F to be the set of A-B directed paths
whose edges belong to g(N) and which contain a doubly marked vertex, and S the set
of doubly marked vertices in V. Since M is a matching the paths in F are disjoint.
Lemmas 2 and 4 show that S is an A-B separating set, and by Lemma 3 each path in
F contains precisely one vertex from S.
For finite graphs, our proof provides a way of deriving Menger's Theorem from Konig's
Theorem.
REMARK. Using a different method, it is possible to show that it suffices to assume
that a directed graph does not contain unending paths (or, symmetrically, no non-starting
paths) for it to satisfy property Q1.
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